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Escape the carnival

PRIVACY POLICIES Terms of Use Tm ® &amp; © 2020 Scholastic Inc. All rights reserved Experience the thrill of secrets live in The Locked Inn Cayman's escape rooms. Race against time, search for hidden objects, find clues and solve puzzles to escape from the room. Enjoy one of the four different rooms: Asylum,
Pirate's Cellar, Death Row and Outbreak. Join the guide to walk on the abandoned asylum. When your team separates from your guide, you will find himself trapped in the evil Lobotomy Lab. Solve the mystery in time, or you may become the next experiment. Or you meet an old sailor who's going to tell you about the
black-beehu hideouts. Find the blackbead treasure, but the map might lead you into a trap. What if you find yourself on the death row with only 45 minutes to free yourself? Or visit a bunker in the Great Caymans that hides the only vaccine that will save you and your group from a deadly outbreak. Can you beat the
clock? Guarantee the best price Find a better price for all the excursions we offer and we will refund you 110% price difference!* Guests will have the option to stay in the center of the area after the trip or be escorted back to the pier. Our promise of a pre-order price means you will get the best price. If our price on the
day of pick-up or shipment is lower than the price at the time of you unsue your order, you will pay a lower price. Pre-order with money without a boon: you will receive either the benefit of our promise before ordering the price or the bona, not both together. Payment will be charged 2 to 7 days before the available item.
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